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Abst ract - -We derive a general formula for computing the Newton sum rules of every polynomial 
belonging to a given polynomial set. We use the following tools: a recursive computation of the 
coefficients of the given polynomial in terms of the coefficients of the three-term recurrence relation, 
the generalized Lucas polynomials of the first kind, and last, the Newton-Girard formulas. (~) 2001 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent papers, many authors considered the problem of computing, in an efficient way, the 
Newton sum rules for the polynomials PN(x) belonging to a given orthogonal polynomial set 
{PN(x)}tCeNo (No := N U {0}). We recall papers by Case [1], Suendia, Dehesa nd Galvez [2], 
Ricci [3], Natalini [4], and Natalini and Ricci [5], where computation is performed in terms of 
the coefficients of a known differential equation, with polynomial coefficients, satisfied by the 
considered polynomials. 
However, it is well known that there exist orthogonal polynomial sets for which it is not 
possible to construct such a differential equation or such an equation is not known. Therefore, 
it is important to derive a method by means of which the Newton sum rules can be constructed 
directly starting from the coefficients of the three-term recurrence relation. Some papers in this 
direction appeared in recent years such as Germano and Ricci [6] and Ifantis, Kokologiannaki 
and Siafarikas [7]. However, the procedure used there is quite cumbersome, since in the first one, 
the determinants of all principal minors of the Jacobi matrix appear, and in the second one, the 
powers of the same matrix are involved. 
In this article, we derive a method of computation ofthe Newton sum rules simply constructing 
by recurrence the coefficients of the given polynomial in terms of the entries of the Jacobi matrix 
(i.e., the coefficients of the three-term recurrence r lation). Then, we apply the generalized Lucas 
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polynomials of the first kind (see [8,9]) in order to compute recursively the Newton sum rules by 
using the Newton-Girard formulas. 
The generalized Lucas polynomials of the first kind are defined as follows. 
Consider the bilateral linear homogeneous recurrence relation with N + 1 terms and constant 
coefficients Uk,N, (k = 1, 2, . . . ,  N; UN, N ~ 0): 
Xm --- U l ,NXm-1  -- U2 ,NXm-2  J r " "  Jr ( - -1 )N- luN,NXm-N,  (me Z) ,  (1 .1 )  
and the so-called characteristic equation 
X N -- Ul ,NX N-1  J r ' ' '  -~- ( - -1 )NuN,N = O. (i.2) 
In the simplest case, i.e., if equation (1.2) admits N distinct roots Xi,N,... ,XN,N, then the 
general solution of the recurrence relation (1.1) is expressed by 
Xm = ClxT, N + C2x2,~ +. . .  + CNXEN, (me Z). (1.3) 
A somewhat complicated formula holds when multiple roots appear. 
Among the solutions of equation (1.1), there is the sum of powers (for any fixed integral 
exponent) of the roots of the characteristic equation (1.2). This particular solution was called 
the primordial solution by Lucas [10], and will be introduced here in the following way. 
For any integer N, put 
N 
~ N-1  (Ul,N, . . . , UN,N) "-~ Ul,N -~- ~ Xk,N, 
k=l  
N 
II] N (U l ,N ,  , UN,N) ---- U 2 _ 2U2, N -~ ~ X 2 • • • 1 ,N  k ,N~ 
k=l  
N 
~N+I(Ul ,N,  ,UN, N) = U a • • 1,N -- 3Ui,NU2,N Jr 3U3,N : ~ x3 • k ,N ,  
k--1 
~2N-2  (U~,N , . , . , UN,N ) = u~,N~2N-a  - -  U2 ,N~2N-4  
N 
X N +""  + (--1)N-2uN-1,N@N-1 + (--1)N-1NUN,N = ~ k,g, 
k=l  
(I .4) 
and for h > 2N - 2: 
~h (U l ,N , .  • • , UN, N) -~ U l ,g~h-1  -- U2 ,g~h-2  -}-''" -{- ( - - I  )N -2uN-1 ,N~h-N+I  
N 
~-x-1]N-luN,N~h_N(  = ~.~ k,N " 
k=l  
(1.5) 
Then, according to the above definition, the generalized Lucas polynomial of the first kind 
~h(U l ,N  . . . .  ,UN,N) gives the sum of the (h -  N + 2) th powers of the roots of PN(X), i.e., the 
Newton sum rule Yh-N+2.  
REMARK 1.1. The choice of indices is justified in [9], in order to recover exactly, when N = 2, 
the classical Lucas polynomials of the first kind in two variables (see [10]). 
In fact, if N -- 2 and u2 = 1, by putting ul = x, we have 
where {Tn(x)},~eNo are the classical Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. 
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If N _> 3, and putting UN = 1, we obtain a sequence of polynomials in N - 1 variables which 
appear as an extension of the classical Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind: 
g Jn(U l , . . . ,UN- I ,1 )  -=: Tn(U l , . , . ,UN-1) ,  (n > N-2)  
(se~ [91).. 
Further extensions of Chebyshev polynomials have been considered and studied by Lidl [11], 
Lidl et al. [12,13], Koornwinder [14,15], and Beerends [16]. 
2. RECURSIVE  COMPUTATION OF  THE 
COEFF IC IENTS OF  PN(X) 
Consider a polynomial set {PN (x)}NeNo defined by the three-term recurrence relation 
P-1 =0,  
PN(X) ---- (X -- aN) PN-I(X) -- ~2-1PN-2(X), 
P0=l ,  
(2.1) 
(N_> 1), 
where the aN are real and ~N-1 ~ 0. Then by a well-known Favard theorem (see [17, p. 21]), the 
polynomial PN(x) belongs to an OPS with respect o a suitable measure (in general unknown). 
We suppose all values al; a2, . . . ,  aN and ~0, ~1,.-., ~g-1 are known (for every fixed N); put 
N 
PN(X) = E( - -1 )kz tk ,NX N-k ,  
k=0 
(N -- 1, 2,... ), (2.2) 
and denote by Xl,N, ...  ,XN, N, the zeros of Pg(x), and by 
N 
yh = ~ x h~,", (h = 1, 2, . . .  ), (2.3) 
k--1 
the corresponding Newton sum rules. Then we can state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. For the coefficients (up to a change of sign) Uk, N of the 1TAxed polynomial PN(X), 
the recurrence relation holds true: 
Uk,N = ?.tk,N-1 "~ O~NUk-I,N-1 -- ~2_lUk-2,N-2,  (2.4) 
where N = 1,2,... and k = 1,... IN. In the above formula, the coefficients UN,N_I, U-I,N-1, 
U_I,N_2, U_2,N_ 2 are aflsul~ed to be zero. 
PROOF. The proof is simply obtained by substituting (2.2) corresponding tovalues N, N -1 ,  N -2  
into the recurrence relation (2.1), and then equating the coefficients of corresponding powers 
of x. | 
The above considerations (i.e., Theorem 2.1 and definitions (1.4),(1.5)) can be formalized in 
the following result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Consider a polynomial PN(x), given by (2.2), which satisfies recurrence rela- 
tion (2.1). Then the coefficients of PN(X) are recursively linked to the entries of the Jacobi 
matrix al, a2, . . . ,  an and 13o, ~1,... ,  ~n-1 by formula (2.4), and for the Newton sum rules, the 
following representation £ormula holds true: 
N 
yh = ~ z~,~ = ~h+~-2 (ul,N,.. . ,  uN, N) • (2.5) 
k----1 
PROOF. Substituting h with h + N - 2 into equation (1.5), equation (2.5) immediately comes 
out. | 
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This formula, provided that  initial conditions (1.4) are computed, permits recursive computa-  
t ion of moments via (1.5). 
Note that  a recursive computat ion of the Newton sum rules is possible start ing by the preceding 
iterative formula for the Lucas polynomials of the first kind using, as a start ing set of values, the 
so-called Newton-Girard formulas: 
Ul,N "~" Yl, 
1 1 
U2,N = ~ (iI1,NYl -- Y2) = ~ (Yl 2 -- Y2), 
1 1 
U3,N = ~ (--Ul,NY2 -]- U2,NYl "q'- Y3) = ~ (y3 _ 3ylY2 "~- 2y3), 
1 
UN,N = -~ { [(--1)N?.I1,NYN-1 q- ( - -1 )N- lu2 ,NYN-2  q- " " " "}- UN-1,NYl] :-}- ( - -1 )N- lyN  } . 
The algorithm works as follows. 
1. Compute the coefficients Ul ,N,u2,g . . . .  ,UN, N by using the recurrence relation (2.4) in 
terms of the entries of the Jacobi matrix. 
2. Compute the first N Newton sum rules inverting the Newton-Girard formulas taking into 
account he l inearity of the h th equation with respect o Yh (h ~- 1, 2 , . . . ,  N ) .  
3. Use the coefficients Ul,N, U2,N, . . . ,  UN, N, and computed values of the Yr (r = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N) 
in order to start the recurrence relation (1.5). 
This algorithm gives all the subsequent values for the Newton sum rules in a very efficient and 
fast way. 
3.  NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
By using the above-mentioned algorithm, we have computed numerical ly the first moments of 
the so-called scaled co-recursive associated Jacobi polynomials {P(N a'b) (x;/~, 7, c)} which satisfy a 
three-term recurrence relation of type (2.1), with 
b 2 - a 2 /~N- 1,0 
C~N ---- (2N q- 2c q- a + b - 2)(2N q- 2c q- a W b)[1 q- (q, - 1)5N-1,0] q- 1 -b (7 -- 1)SN--1,0' 
~' -1  = 4(N +c-  1)(N +c- l -a -  1)(N Tc+b-  1)(N TcTaTb-  1) 
(2N -}- 2c + a + b - 2)2(2N + 2c -b a + b - 1)(2N + 2c + aTb - 3)[1 -{- (-)' - 1)(~N-I,O][1 + (~f-- 1)5N-2,0] ' 
where 5~,j is the Dirac delta. We have used a Fortran77 program, writ ten by the first author, and 
a simple personal computer. The execution t ime of the program is extremely fast. The obtained 
results are only affected by the error machine. 
#1 = 0.12433934224979e + 00
~2 = 0.73988631382202e + 00
~3 = 0.64945431093513e + 00
#4 = 0.17382940482421e + 01
~5 = 0.30719000624184e + 01
~6 = 0.68884282967300e + 1
#7 = 0.14298515406745e + 02
#8 = 0.31021807715275e + 02
#9 = 0.66351559848096e + 02
Pl0 = 0.14308109858910e + 3
~11 = 0.30771408863150e + 3
~12 = 0.66279681624726e + 03
Table 1. 
~13 ---- 0.14268877994674e + 04 
~14 ---- 0.30727501024219e -{- 04 
~15 ---- 0.66163910994848e -{- 04 
ill6 ~--- 0.14247542503916e + 05 
~17 -- 0.30679636209690e ~- 5 
~18 ----- 0.66064070646599e -{- 05 
~19 ~-  0.14225867530180e + 6 
U2o ----- 0.30633255700080e + 6 
~21 : 0.65964035066599e + 06
t~22 = 0.14204353238692e + 07
t~23 = 0.30586912890034e -I- 07
t~24 = 0.65864267615350e --I- 7
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#I = 0.38967981236022D - 01 
#2=0.57373821310073e+00 
~3=0.20473051068861e + 00
~4 =0.79821965747674e + 00 
#5=0.95008111737086e+00 
#6=0.23166987031790e+01 
~7 = 0.43082498790742e + 01 
~s=0.94054133179078e + 01
~g = 0.19440257819668e + 02 
~Io = 0.41498966114138e + 02 
~11 =0.87626014254500e+02 
~12 = 0.18621924546607e + 03 
#13 = 0.39487523657461e + 03
#la = 0.83841560357175e + 03
#15 = 0.17793590277797e + 04
~16 : 0.37773130528544e +04 
#17 = 0.80179274867120e + 4
#18 = 0.17020213439638e + 05
~19 = 0.36129297507427e+ 05 
#20 = 0.76693571152375e+05 
p21 = 0.16280084540134e + 06
~22 = 0.34558539517524e + 06
~23 : 0.73359056606848e + 06
#24 = 0.15572283840351e + 07
In  Tab le  1, we have cons idered the  parameters  N = 
7 = 1/2.  
In  Tab le  2, we present  the  case of  parameters  N = 45, 
15, a = 1, b = 1/2,  c= 1, fl = 1, and 
a = 2, b= 1, c= 2, j3 = 1, andT= 1/2.  
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